
80.1 

Effective vs. Nominal Tariffs 

 

Consider example #1: 

Pearls enough for one string of pearls cost $99.00 (world price) 

US labor required to string the pearls costs $1.00 

Total domestic US cost of a string of pearls = $100.00 (autarky price) 

 

Suppose foreign labor required to string the pearls costs $.50. Then in the 

absence of protection, all strings of pearls would be imported since the 

import cost would be $99.50 (less than the $100 US domestic cost). It would 

take a U.S. tariff of at least $.50 to make the U.S. competitive. 

If the US imposed a $.50 tariff (specific tariff) on a string of pearls, its 

nominal ad valorem rate would be $.50/$99.50 or about of 1%, seemingly a very 

small amount. However, a key question is what is being protected: strung 

pearls or pearl, stringing? 

 

If the activity which is being protected is pearl stringing, then we might 

compute the "effective" tariff as $.50/$.50 = 100%. To protect $1 of domestic 

activity which is "really" worth only 50 cents, we have imposed 50 cents of 

protection. 

 

Consider example #2: 

Pearls enough for one string of pearls cost $99.00 (world price) 

The US imposes a tariff on these raw (unstrung) pearls of $.25 

US labor required to string the pearls costs $1.00 (but is worth only 50 

cents). 

Total domestic US cost of a string of pearls is $100.25 

 

Suppose foreign labor required to string the pearls costs $.50 and the US 

imposes a tariff on strung pearls of $.50. Then the cost of importing strung 

pearls is $100.00 while the domestic cost is $100.25. The advantage in the 

strung pearl market swings back to the foreigner because the $.25 tariff on 

the imported raw material tends to put the US producer at a disadvantage. The 

effective rate of protection is now ($.50- $.25)/$.50 or 50%, insufficient to 

protect the US pearl stringing industry.1 

 

Can you see that if the tariff on raw pearls were made high enough, negative 

effective protection would occur? Suppose the tariff on raw pearls had been 

$.75. Then the calculation would be ($.50- $.75)/.5 or 50%. 

 

Moral: What is protected by a tariff is not a product but an activity. The 

degree of protection afforded that activity is related to the tariff on the 

final product (which increases effective protection) and the tariff on inputs 

sold in world markets (which decreases effective protection). 
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 Question for the student: How much would the tariff on strung pearls have to be to cause domestic 

production to be viable? (Hint: You already know the effective rate must be 100%). 
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80.2 

 

The formula for the effective tariff is (t - qr)/(l-r) where t is the nominal 

(ad val.) tariff on the final product, q = the nominal (ad val.) tariff on 

the traded inputs and r is the proportion of inputs in total product value.2 

For example, in the second example t = (.50/99.50), q = (.25/99), r = 

(99/99.50). The formula gives us: 
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Note: The effective protection concept shows how barriers to imports can hurt 

exports. Protection to coal, for example, can hurt steel exports since coal 

is an input to steel. In general, products with zero nominal tariffs almost 

certainly have a negative effective protection because some of their inputs 

are likely to be subject to tariffs.3 
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 This formula is equivalent to: 

 

Tariff on output –tariff on input 

value of activity with free trade 

 

= change in value of activity due to all tariffs 

              value of activity with free trade 

 

Note: It is purely a convention that we express these ratios as a percent of free trade value added as 

opposed to post-tariff value added. But this follows the convention that nominal ad valorem tariffs are 

expressed as a percent of free trade value rather than domestic (post-tariff) value.  
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 Because industries whose inputs are subject to tariffs are hurt, they will probably press for tariffs on their 

outputs to offset the negative effect. The result is a structure of escalating tariffs with higher rates on 

more processed goods. (Tariff escalation). 

 

Tariff escalation will also occur because domestic producers will push for lower tariffs on products they 

use as inputs. Thus, the lobby for lower tariffs is often composed of producers who use importablesas 

inputs rather than final consumers. 

 


